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I. INTRODUCTION

Graphite and other graphitic materials, such as carbon-carbon

composites, possess many desirable high temperature characteristics,
making these materials prime candidates for advanced re-entry vehicle
applications, particularly where severe re-entry trajectories require
survival under extreme conditions. There is now substantial evidence1

that the ablative response of graphite involves material removal by
vaporization, by heterogeneous chemical reaction (oxidation), and by
solid particle erosion. Mathematical modeling of the ablation process,
which will allow designers of graphitic camponents to calculate recess-
ion rates, etc., depends, in part, on a detailed understanding of the
vaporization kinetics and thermochemistry of graphite. It is the
purpose of this program to elucidate certain fundamental aspects of the
graphite vaporization processes.

In answer to an earlier need for a new and advanced method for the
study of gas-surface interactions, the modulated molecular beam-wass
spectrometric Ts-zhnique2 was developed in this laboratory with Air Force
Materials Laboratory sponsorship. This unique apparatus allows reactions
between a heated solit material and discrete, controlled pulses cf the
reactant gas. Vaporizing reaction products are analyzed individually
by the mass spectrometer. By synchronizing the spectrometer detection
system to the vapor beam modulator, thre periodic time-intensity wave-
form of each of the gaseous reaction products can be constructed,
providing important information or the kinetics of the reaction under
observation. The apparatus can also be operated as a conventional
high temperature mass spectrometer system, providing a versatile tool
for the study of several aspects of the vaporization process: vaporiza-
tion, condensation, and reflection.

At the outset of this program, experimental data on graphite
vaporization was confined to temperatures below 30000K, where the
equilibrium process seemed well established, but free vaporization,
which is more closely related to the sublimation of material fran
heated re-entry vehicles, had received little attention. Therefore,
the vaporization kinetics of graphite were very poorly understood,
particularly with regards to polyatomic species in the vapor. In order
to remedy this situation, a prcgram to extend the --an,--and nature of
our experimental observations was created. This program, based on mass
spectrometric study of the carbon vapors, includes: studies of free
vaporization at temperatures to 3OOO>K and above, with special attention
given to the detection of polymeric species of increasing size; experi-
mental observations of vapor-surface interactions, specifically the
reflection of carbon vapor by graphite surfaces; and the study of the
aature of the carbon layers formed by condensation of carbon vapors on
graphite substrates. The paragraphs below describe progress and
acccnplishments in this program.

-1-
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II. CARBON VAPOR COMPOSITION

The composition of carbon vapor has been a subject of special
importance for many years. The heat of vaporization of carbon atoms
is a quantity basic to the thermochemistry of all carbon containing
compounds. Yet this fundamental unit was not determined with certainty

until the mid 1950's because the assumption of a monatomic character
for the carbon vapor in equilibrium with graphite confused the inter-
pretation of experimental data. Discovery of the polyatomic composition
of this vapor was a major triumph of nigh temperature mass spectro-
metry.3-6  This effort culminated in the work of Drowart, DeMaria, Burns,
and Inghram7, which establLshed C1, C2, and C3 as the three principal
vapor phase species in equilibrium with graphite as temperatures up to
2700°K. Tetra-atomic and pentatomic species were also identified and
heats of vaporization of C1 , . . . . , C5 were determined and have become
the generally accepted values.

The inability to synthesize and isolate the individual Cn species
makes experimental determination of the thermochemical properties of the
larger species very difficu.t. This has prompted a number of theoretical
studies of cgrbon vapor thermochemistry. The original work of Pitzer
and Clementi , which aimed at a complete calculation of the heats of
formation and thermodynamic functions of all molecular carbon (Cn)
species, predicted very high equilibrium partial pressures for Cn species
of large n at high temperatures. These calculations were later modified
by Strickler and Pitzer9 to accommodate the data of Drowart, et al 7 , but
the conclusion remained that the very high temperature vapor composition
contains significant amounts of large polymeric species. Other studies
by Duff and BauerlO and by Kriegerll supported this view. Later theo-
retical calculations by Dolton, et a1 1 2 , and by Kratsch and co-workers 1 3

were p-'rformed as part of larger efforts to predict graphite ablation
behavior. These concur in predicting important contributions from
large molecules at temperatures near 4000 0K, although details in the
results of the various calculations show considerable variance.

Although the temperatures of interest are above those conveniently
obtained for conventional laboratory experiments, soia evidence was

uncovered supporting the expectatig of large carbon vapor species.
The results of Hintenberger, et a1 are representative of reports of

a number of studies using a high frequency discharge between graphite

electrodes. Ionized po-ymeric species as large as C31+ (for positive
ions) and C 3 (for negative ions) were observed by mass spectrometry.

Using a pulged laser beam to produce graphite vaporization, Berkowitz
and Chupkalo observed neutral vapor species up Zo C14 by conventional
mass spectrometry. However, the temperature or the extent of equilibrium
is not well known for any of these experiments.

Knudsen-effusion mass spectrometric studies of graphite vaporiza- 18

tion have now been extended to 3000K. Wachi and Gilmartin1 7 , Zavitsanosl,

and Milne, et a1 1 9 have all employed Knudsen cells of pyrolytic graphite

to study the equilibrium composition of carbon vapor. The largest
polymeric carbon species detected by these observers were C5, C4., and
C7, respectively. In this laboratory2 0 , we have used a Knuasen cell of
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rolycrystalline graphite in a thin-walled tantalum jacket and were
able to detect C6 and 07. Short cell life at 30000K preve-ited serious
study of these polymers and limited our search for larger species.

Free vaporization of graphite is more pertinent to the ablation
situation and its study is very important, since there is a real paucity
of kinetic data for this system. Wachi and Gilmartin1T studied free
vaporization from both pyrolyti: and polycrystalline graphites, with
interesting results. For pyrolytic graphite they were able to study
C4 and C5, but could detect no higher polymeric species, even though
temperatures up to 32500K were attained. They studied several types of
conventional polycrystalline graphites and were able to identify C6 and
C7 in the vapor from these materials above 30000 K. An unusual time
dependency in the ion ratios due to the various neutral polymeric species
was observed also. In the laboratory, we were able to confirm the
existence of a time dependency in the ion ratios. Our search for poly-
mers in the free vaporization of polycrystall.ine gravhite has led to
the identification of all neutral species to ClO.

We have now repeated these measurements and extended them to
higher masses in an attempt to verify the results of the previous study
and to assess their importance. New procedures have been adopted and
two new types of polycrystalline graphite have been examined, both
resistive and inductive heating being employed.

The apparatus used for these experiments is the same as that
described previously20 . It consists of a Nuclide HT-60 magnetic sector
mass spectrometer fitted with a water cooled sample chamber which permits
the grainic e specimen to be held vertically benea+.h the ion source,
with a line-of-sight path through the ion source into the analyzer
region. This arrangement is depicted in Figure 1, which shows the
inductive heating apparatus. The ion source and sample chambers are
separately pumped and connected only by a slit in the movable shutter.
For inductive heating, a 5 kilowatt RF generator is used to heat a
cylindrical graphite specimen (0.25 inch diameter by 0.625 inch length).
Temperature measurement is by optical pyrometry, with a black body hcle
(0.025 inch diameter by 0.15 inch deep) being drilled 0.1 inch below
the top surface of the cylindrical specimen. For resistively heated
samples, a graphite specimen (1.0 inch by 0.38 inch by 0.03 inch) is
clamped between two water-cooled electrodes and suspended beneath the
ion source. Temperature measurement is by optical pyrometry, but
surface temperatures are measured and emissivity corrections made follow-
ing Chang.

21

In order to search for high molecular weight polymers vaporizing
from graphite at temperatures near 30000K, it has been necessary to
modify our procedures. Previously we had degassed the specimen thoroughly
at 22000K and then sought and verified each species above C3 in sequence,
advancing 12 mass units at a step. This resulted in increasing specimen
deterioration as the polymer size increased, and experiments were common-
ly ended by an inability to continue heating to the required high temper-
ature before the search had proceeded beyond C7 or C8. Two other experi-
mental feature. dictate special care and procedures. These are the very

-3-
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temperature involved and the low level of the mass spectrometris signals
to be detected. Both require a clean, thoroughly baked-out apparatus,
since at these high temperatures adsorbed gases may be driven from
walls to obscure the small amount of vaporizing polymer. Thorough de-
gassing of the graphite specimen is required also. At 30000 K specimen
deterioration is rapid and it is necessary to work quickly, even though
the detection system time constant must be long to measure the weak
ion signal. These limitations have led to adoption of the following
procedures. After thorough bakeout and outgassing, the apparatus is
allowed to cool. The graphite sample is heated to about 2400°K and the
C3 beam (mass 36) is used to adjust the mass spectrometer to focus
species vaporizing from the graphite and discriminate against background
gases. The ionizing electron energy is set for 17 eV and several points
of I+ vs. T are determined for C3 for calibration purposes. The magnetic
field is then adjusted to focus at the mass of the parent ion of the
highest polymeric species being sought--without recourse to our previous
policy of seeking and verifying each species in sequence. The graphite
specimen temperature is raised until a useful signal is recorded by
the mass spectrometer. Three fairly rapid tests are then employed: the
movable shutter is placed in the closed position and the signal change
noted (but a complete shutter profile is not attempted); with the shutter
open the ion source filament is turned off; and, with the shutter open
and ion source on, the RF induction heater is abruptly shut off. Response
to the first and third tests serve to distinguish true polymer vapor-
ization from background, while the second test detects signals due to
thermal ionization at the graphite surface. The temperature may then
be raised and the sequence repeated. Tests are also performed on
adjacent mass peaks to provide a behavioral comparison. Developing
surface porosity, coatings on the RF induction coil and coatings on the
optical viewing port all combine to limit the operating time available
for a single graphite sample.

A typical background peak originating from hydrocarbon adsorbed
on the vacuum chamber walls and desorbed by raising the operating -temper-
atures will show no response to adjustment of the movable shutter. An
abrupt drop in specimen temperature may elicit a response by the back-
ground peak, but it will consist of a slow drift to lower values and
return to high specimen temperature will be accompanied by a correspond-
ingly sluggish return in background peak intensity. Mass spectrometric
signals due to carbon polymers vaporizing from the specimen surface will
vanish when the movable shutter is closed and will drop abruptly with
a sud,-en temperature drop and will be restored quickly upon renewed
heating of the specimen. Furthermore, the minima attained by shutter
or temperature drop will be approximately equal. When searching for
the highest species (Cl, C15) we were often unable to detect signals
for peaks + 1 or 2 mass units from the selected peak using the same
sensitivity settings yielding observable signals for this mass.

Results obtained for species larger than heptatomic carbon (Cr) are
summarized in Table I and illustratet in Figure 2. Tests were performed
on three kinds of commercial polycrystalline graphite: Aremco RG-504,
Research Grade Graphitc, Aremco Products, Inc., Box 145, Briarcliffe
Manor, New York 10510; Poco Grade HPD-1 Graphite, Poco Graphite, Inc.,
P.O. Box 2121, Decatur, Texas 76234; and ATJ-S, Union Carbide Corp.,
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TABLE I. Relative Intensities of Ions Cn

SI (c + ) x 1012 specimen

8 2860 o.oT RG,-504

9 2890 0.03 RG-504
2900 0.023 RG-504

10 2960 0.2 RG-504
2980 0.09 RG-504
i0 0.148 Poco

11 3000 0.037 RG-504

14 2850 0.25 RG-504
2850 0.1 ATJ-S
2880 0.25 Poco
2900 G.3 ATJ-S
2910 0.045 RG-504
2930 0.1 RG-504
2950 0.3 Poco

15 2940 0.0OT RG-504
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Carbon Products Division, 270 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017. All
three materials have produced mass spectrometric signals identified as
originating from vaporizing molecules of Clo and C14. In addition to
th . data of Table I, all of which was obtained by induction heating and
using low ionizing electron voltages (17 eV) in the mass spectrometer,
we have performed two other experiments. In the first of these, we
have used high voltage (100 eV) ionizing electrons to locate vaporiz-
ing species and have identified signals at m/e = 144 (Cl2+) as originat-
ing from material vaporizing from the graphite specimen. Secondly,
using low electron voltages (17 eV), but using resistive heating, we
have obtained confirmation of our above results for C0 and C14. At
temperatures of 2850 + 500K, we have obtained mass spectrometric signals
for both species with intensities comparable to those listed in Table I.
Attempts by both methods to detect C18 were unsuccessful.

Perusal of the data of Table I reveals considerable scatter in the
ion intensities observed for a given species. Furthermore, no discern-
ible trend with temperature exists. Several possible explanations can
be set forth to account for this behavior. The high overall rate of
vaporizatioui of graphite at the high temperatures used in the polyiner
search (to 30000K) results in rapid build up of a coating on the glass
window of the optical ..iewing port used for temperature measurement by
optical pyrometry. Accurate correction for coating absorbance cannot
be made with conditions changing this rapidly. A more serious source
of uncertainty lies in the changing surface morphology of polycrystalline
graphites under vaporizing conditions. These conventional graphites are
manufactured to contain a crystalline filler phase and an "amorphous"
binder phase. The two phases may vaporize at different rates producing
a porous surface. This situation has been described by Kratsch, et al 3 ,
and has been invoked by Wachi17 as a partial explanation of their observed
time dependency of ion intensities of Cl+, C2 

+ , and C + in vaporization
from polycrystalline graphite-. ±n this laboratory wi have also
observed a time dependency of ion intensities and have documented the
increase in surface porosity under vaporizing conditions. These pores
may act to some extent as small effusion cells, with steady-state partial
pressures of the various carbon species approaching their equilibrium
vapor pressures. This could have a pronounced effect on the observed
vaporization rate of those species with low vaporization coefficients.
Since the polymeric carbon species are suspected of having very low
vaporization coefficients, the partial equilibrium situation of the porous
surface would result in an apparent enhancement in relative abundance
of these species in the vapor. Differing degrees of porosity from sample
to sample, depending on graphite type and high temperature history, would
produce variation in experimental I+ vs. T data and, in any case, the
effects of vaporization kinetics would be disguised.

In spite of these complications, it is interesting to compare our
results wf;th past data and with the predictions of the theoreticians.
For examp.e, the calculations of Kratsch, et a113, employing carbon
vapor species of linear structure only, predict a partial pressure for
ClO at 3000°K which is approximately six orders of magnitude less than
the partial pressure of C3 at that temperature. When ring structures
are included, a slightly higher partial pressure is predicted for ClO
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at 3000°K, but the importance of ring structures is said to diminish at
higher temperatures. This calculation is in close accord with our
experimental results for Clo. The calculated partial pressure of Clk
for either rings or chains is lower than we observe. Hoffmann 2 2 has,
performed calculations based on extended Huckel theory which predict
rings to be more stable than chains for carbon polymers Cn with a
periodicity n = 4q + (oz 2). Thus, both ClO and C14 are predicted to
be more stable as rings than chains, but Hoffmann made no attempt to
calculate abundances in the vapor. It ls interesting to note that the
ring structures referred to are simple polygons. Polycyclic fragments
of a graphite lattice, with shapes similar to anthracene, etc., are
very unstable relative to simple polygons with the same number of carbon
atoms.

In addition to polymeric ions formed in arcs, the vapor formed by
laser heating of graphite was shown by Berkowitz and Chupka1 6 to contain
significant amoumts of ClO and C1 4. Indeed, the calculations of Kratsch,
et al predict C14 to be the second most important carbon species (second
to, but far below C3 ) in the chemical composition of an ablated mass
of carbon (100 atm., 78000R). Our own experiments extend only to 30000K,
but experiments using resistive heating commonly end in burn-out of the
graphite specimen. At the latter condition, strong signals saturating
the electrometer are obtained for all species studied- including mass
168 (C1 4). Experimental observations at higher stable temperatures,
such as might be attained with continuous laser heating or by bombard-
ment with focussed electron beams, should provide valuable data on this
subject.

III. THE MASS SPECTRUM OF C3

Identification of neutral vapor species is an important step in

the mass spectrometric study of high temperaturE vaporization. When

the vapor consists of one or more polyatomic species, the mass spectrum
of the vapor will be a composite of ions formed by simple ionization
of the neutral molecules and those formed by electron impact dissocia-
tion of the parent ion. However, it is difficult to determine the
characteristic fragmentation pattern for molecules in vapors from
condensed phases since these vapors usually have several components
and it is not possible to synthesize and isolate the individual
species. Ionization efficiency curves of each ion are examined to
provide information as to its origin (parent ion or fragment), and the
vaporization data is taken with an ionizing electron voltage chosen to
minimize (or eliminate) contributions from fragment ions to the mass
spectrometric signal at the mass of interest. This procedure was followed
and 17 eV was selected as an optimum ionization voltage for study of
carbon vapors; this is approximately 5 volts above the thr-shold of
12 eV of the ionization efficiency curves for Cl, C2+, and C3+.

Experiments on the reflection of carbon vapors by graphite surfaces
have provided an unusual opportunity To study the triatomic carbon vapor
species (03) in relative isolation. Although all three major carbon
vapor species (Cl, C2, and Cq) are condensible and are not permanent
gases at the temperature of the vacuum chamber walls and ion source
plates, we have shown previously that C3 is selectively reflected from

-9-
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graphite surfaces held at temperatures near 10000K (see Figure 3 below).
The effect of electron impact fragmentation is readily observable in

our reflection measurements. At 20 eV the curve of reflected C1 (atom)
intensity as a function of reflecting surface temperature follows the

course outlined in Figure 3. At 25 eV, a large electron impact fragmenta-

tion contribution at mass 12 causes the apparent observed C1 reflection
to behave in the manner depicted for C3-

We have peiTormed a simple experiment in which the ion currents
at masses 12, 24, and 36 were recorded at 100 eV for the reflected carbon
vapor beam at constant beam intensity and reflecting surface temperature
Ts = 10000 K). The observed values are due almost entirely to C3 ion-
ization and fragmentation, but small corrections for contributions from
atomic or diatomic vapor species are made by estimating the maximum
possible contribution from the measurements performed at 17 eV and the
known appearance potential curves. The resulting pattern gives the ratio
C3+IC2+ICl+ as 100/2.1/2.9. This is given in Table IT as percentage
of total ionization and is compared to the mass spectra of several C3
hydrocarbons, with all ions containing a given number of carbon atoms
being listed as a single sum. It is interesting to note the *imilarity
of the C3 spectrum with that of propyne (C3H4) when hydrogen atom
dissociation is ignored.

TABLE II. Mass Spectra of C3Hx Hydrocarbons (70 eV)

03 C34111* CPH* Cyclo-C3He Cpg8

Clix 2.8 2.3 3.2 3.9 2.9

C2Hx 2.0 2.8 13.8 13.4 64.7

C3Hx 95.2 94.9 79.8 79.8 30.8

*From Mass Spectra Data, API Research Project 44.

IV. CARBON VAPOR REFLECTION BY GRAPHITE

Understanding the kinetics of graphite vaporization requires
experimental data on all the various aspects of this vaporization-reflec-
tion-condensation phenomenon. Mass spectrometric Oata has been used by
Thorn and Winslow23, by Burns, Jason, and IngDaM24 and by Zavitsanos25

to determine vaporization coefficients of the principal species over
graphite. Although agreement is only approximate, the three studies

coincide in yielding vaporization coefficients for Cl and C2 of between
0.14 and 0.5, while the value fo; C3 is smaller by nearly an order of

magnitude. Hoch and co-workers20 are currently employing an isotopic
exchange technique with a triple Kmudsen cell to measure individual

condensation coefficients of the carbon vapor species. Direct observa-

tion of carbon vapor reflection by graphite surfaces is limited to the

single study by Chupka, Berkowitz, Meschi and Tasman
2 7. In 1962 they

reported the results on an experiment in which a mass spectrometer was

77-
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used to detect carbon vapor reflected from a graphite filament. Two
parallel 0.020 inch graphite filaments were suspended under the ion
source of a mass spectrometer in such a way that only one filament was
"1visible" via line-of-sight path to the ionizer. A portion of the atoms
or molecules vaporized or reflected from thi s filament could be analyzed
and detected by the mass spectrometer. Measurements were made to
compare ion intensities of each species produced by direct evaporation
from the visible filament with those produced by evaporation from the
other filament and reflection from the surface of the visible filament.
Values for a reflection coefficient 04r (number reflected/number imping-
ing) were calculated assuming a random distribution for the reflected
beam. Results were reported for C1 and C3 only, and for only two
values of the temperature of the reflecting surface. These interesting
observations gave: for C1, O<r = 0.3 + 0.15 (T = 800°K) and oCr = 0.6
+ 0.2 (T = 23000K); for C3, Oe.r = 1.1 _ 0.2 (T 800°K), and O(r = 0.9
+ 0.2 (T = 23000K).

The study of carbon vapor reflection by graphite surfaces comprises
an important part of the present investigation of graphite iaporization
kinetics. Recently we have adopted our modulated beam mass spectro-
meter to a study of carbon vapor reflection20 . Operating primarily with-
out beam chopping, we have vorified qualitatively the results of Chupka,
et a12 T, and have greatly extended their study by including C2 and by
providing a continuous record of reflection as a function of target
temperatures in the region 300°K -T s 42100

0 K. These results are
depicted in Figure 3. The upper temperature limit of 21000K .as imposed
by target vaporization which obscured the reflected beam above this
point. Temperatures of both the target and the vapor beam source are.
determined by optical pyrometry. Since carbon vapor is condensible and
pumping is not a problem, both slits Sl and S2 (Figure 7) have been
widened. An optical viewing port is placed such that the temperature of
the back side of the target can be read and, looking past the target, the
vapor source can be viewed through slits S1 and S2. As we described
previously20, comparison of reflected beam intensity with the intensity
of the beam formed by target vaporization when the target temperature is
set ecual to the beam source temperature, permits calculation of a reflec-
tion coefficient &r for the vapor species being examined. Jnfortunately,
the quality of the temperature comparison is not perfect since the
source temperature must be viewed through slits and two surfaces of
varying roughness are being compared. Therefore, the value of 04r is
uncertain by + 0.1. The ordinate in Figures 3, 5, 6, and 8 is given
as the ion current of the reflected beam in arbitrary units. However,
as discussed previously20 , our calculations plus the lack of an observed
condensate for C3 above Ts = l0000K, leads u= to assign a value of
ionr = 1 to C3 above this temperature. The slight enhancement in C
ion current with decreasing surface temperature may indicate partial
thermal accommodation of the C3 kinetic energy. For a typical experi-
ment, the ion currents of approximately 10l1C amps are observed for C3
at the mass spectroneter detector.

in order to extend our measurements to Ts 7 2100cK, we have used
beam modulation to provide discrimination between the reflected beam
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(modulated) and the vaporizing surface (non-modulated). The apparatus
is then used as depicted in Figure 4 and also with a Princeton Applied
Research Corp. lock-in amplifier (Model JB-5) replacing the digital
signal averager. We have chosen to operate at a chopping frequency
of abcut 40 cycles per second with the beam source operated at near
27000K. Typical results are shown in Figures 5 and 6. The intensity
of the reflected C3 beam is seen to continue to decrease slightly with
increasing surface temperature to 26000 K. The intensity of the reflected
carbon etom beam increases as T. increases to 26000K. Pulse shapes as
obtained on the digital signal averager continue to faithfully reproduce
the chopper profile, showing no observable surface residence time for
the vapor beam. These results show a continuation of the trends
previously observed at lower temperatures.20

Above 26000 K (Ts) the situation changes dramatically. The lock-in
ampl .fier output becomes wildly erratic and the digital signal averager
is no longer able to construct a satisfactory waveform. The reason for
this behavior is not clear. As this upper temperature limit is approached,
the signal to noise ratio approaches 10-3. a level which should not
incapacitate our signal extracting system. The effect is reproducible
and does not seem to be dependent on the absolute level of ion current
reaching the mass spectrometer detector. Possible explanations include
gas phase scattering or important gas-surface interactions. It is the

latter phenomenon which was being sought, and, if this is an important
effect, then further progress in these studies depends on the use of
isotopically labelled materials. If the incident molecular beam has
an isotopic composition different from that of the target surface, then
a comparison of isotopic composition of the innident and reflected
beams will provide a direct determination of the degree of chemical
interaction of the incident beam and the surface. Subsequent paragraphs
will describe preparation for and execution of a set of experiments in
iyhich the molecular beam of carbon vapor is enriched in the 13c atom
concentration.

A. Carbon Vapor Sources

The molecular beam of carbon vapor required for the reflection
experiments is obtained by heating specially prepared graphite sources.
The most commonly used source consists of a solid graphite rod encased
in a tantalum tube of 0.1 inch inner diameter. As is shown in Figure
7, this cylinder is mounted lorizontally in ap 1& induction coil inside
the vacuum system. When heated to about 2700 K, the carbon atoms and
molecules evaporating from the front surface of the graphite cylinder
provide a carbon vapor beam of sufficient intensity for ready detection
after reflection from the target surface. The purpuze of the tantalum
sleeve is to act as an RF susceptor and to shield the coils from direct
exposure to the rapidly vaporizing graphite surface.

Power limitations (only a 5 kilowatt RF generator was conveniently
available) and the geometry of existing equipment have dictated our
approach to the induction heating methods used in this program. It
has been necessary to place the induction coil insidc the vacuum system
and we have followed three general principles to obtain maximum efficiency.
These are: keep the leads between the RF generator and the induction
coil as short as possible; keep the leads as close together as possible
throughout %heir entire length, including the point at the vacuum feed-
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through; and have the induction coil as close to the specimen surface
as possible. Centering the specimen within the coil is very important.
Applying these principles to our beam source construction has resulted
in a unit using leads (of 0.25 inch O.D. copper tubing) approximately
12" long. The three turn induction coil is of 0.125 inch copper tubing
wrapped in a coil of 0.3 inch inner diameter. The graphite source
described above is centered in this coil and can be heated to 27000K
using about 65% of the available power f°:cr the 5 kilowatt generator.
The exact power temperature relationship is very sensitive to place-
ment of' the specimen within the coil.

Isotopically enriched carbon (,j92% 1 3C) is available commercially
only as a fine grained graphite powder*. Since our experience has been
that this powder cannot be compacted into a useful rod without inclusion
of an undesirable binder material, we have developed a new source using
the same tantalum tubing used as the sleeve in our other sources. One
end of this tube is crimped to produce a very narrow slit 0.15 inch
high. The tube is filled with graphite powder and set on a base of
graphite rod. This source is heated by RF induction with the graphite
rod base slightly outside the RF coil. An intense carbon vapor beam
is produced by heating to the 27000K region, with the intensity and
useful lifetime perhaps even surpassing that of the original source
made of rod only. Table III shows the isotopic composition of a carbon
vapor team from the enriched powder in comparison with that from a
source of normal isotopic coposition. Overlapping of the two spectra
is seen to diminish as the number of carbon atoms increases, since for
natural carbon I+ 13C/I+ 12C ' 1/102 I+ 13C3/I

+ 12C3 f 1/106. Thus,
the 13c3 (mass 39) in the isotopically enriched beam can be seen in
reflection without significant interference from a rapidly vaporizing
target surface. It may be noted that for the case of equal target and
beam source temperatures, simple geometrical considerations predict
a mass spectrometrically observed target vaporization to reflected beam
signal ratio of about l0+3 (cosine distribution and unit reflectivity
assumed).

Use of this source in our reflection experiments requires that we
obtain a direct measure of the composition of the vapor emanating from
it under actual experimental conditions. To accomplish this, the
apparatus of Figure 1 was used and the vapors were sampled directly
by the mass spectrometer. The results are summarized in Table IV. In
addition to the main nolecular beam of carbon vapor emerging from the
source slit, a profile obtained with the movable shutter revealed a
sizeable component of the carbon atom beam to originate on the tantalum
(carbide) surface alongside the slit. No appreciable side component
was observed for C2 or C3. The possibility that the carbon atoms of
the side beam had diffused through the tantalum tube wall suggested the
development described below.

B. Carbon Atom Source

In an attempt to obtain a carbon vapor beam composed solely of

*X-ray diffraction measurements show that this powder is not amorphous,
but is a crystalline graphite.
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TABLE III. Isotopic Composition of Carbon Vapor Species

Species m/e Normal % Enriched %

12C  12 98.931 8.2

13C  13 1.069 91.8

12C 24 97.873 o.67

22cl3C  25 2.115 15.06

13C2 26 O.0Oll4 84.27

12C3 36 96.823 0.055

1202130 37 3.139 1.85

1201302 38 0.0339 20.73

1303 39 0.000122 77.36

TABLE IV. Vapor Composition from Tube Furnace

(T 26500K)

Species I(Cn+)

01 100 slit
f320 side

02 30 slitS3 side

C3 400 slit only

-19-
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carbon atoms, the slit of a tantalum tube furnace previously described
herein was welded shut using an electron beam welder. The tube was
packed with graphite powder and otherwise treated in the same manner as
the previous source. Composition of the vapor beam detected by the mass
spectrometer upon heating this source to 26500K is tabulated in Table V.
A beam containing over 99% carbon atoms was obtained. This source offers
some important new advantages for study of carbon vapor-graphite surface
interactions. In particular, it affords the opportunity to study atom
combination reactions at the surface as well as to study atom reflection
unperturbed by co-existing molecular species.

TABLE V. Vapor Composition from Atom Source

Species I (Cn+ )

C1  100.

C2  1.0

c3 0.2

C. Reflection of Isotopically Labelled C3

For standard reflection experiments, beam modulation is not employed.
With both shutter and chopper in the open position, the vapor source
temperature is adjusted so as to provide a mass spectrometer ion current
for the desired species of satisfactory intensity. The vapor beam is then
interrupted by rotating the chopper wheel to the closed position. The
target surface is then cleane.d by "flashing" the target to above 25000 K
for a time (approximately 1 minute) sufficient to vaporize all condensed
carbon or other gases, as well as several atomic layers of the target
material itself. The cleaning process can be followed by monitoring the
vaporizing species with the mass spectrometer. When the cleaning process
is complete, the target is suddenly reduced to the temperature of the
experiment (water cooled electrode- in the target holder accelerate the

rate of target temperature adjustment) and the chopper wheel is rotated
to the open position within 10 to 20 seconds. The reflected beam inten-
sity is then measured. This procedure is repeated for each data point.

Use of isotopically labelled carbon vapor beams is only slightly
more complicated. If there is no interaction (other than simple reflection)
between the carbon vapor beam and the graphite surface, then the isotopic

composition of the reflected beam will be unchanged from that of the
incident beam. If, on the other hand, the gas-surface interaction includes

any process involving interchange of gas and surface atoms, then the iso-

topic composition of molecules in the reflected beam will differ from that

of the incident beam. Concurrently, any process leading to such an inter-

change, or to condensation, will contribute to an alteration of the

isotopic composition of the target surface. The surface can be restored

to normal composition by blocking the beam with the chopper wheel and
holding the target at a high vaporizing temperature until the observed
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iso'ope ratios in the vapor indicate that all excess 13C has been removed.
Our experience has been that the condensed material is removed quickly by
flash vaporization, and our observations of the isotopic composition of
this flash desorbed material, as is described later, sheds some light on
interactions in the condensed phase.

Two types of measurement have been performed to study the interaction
of the triatomic portion of the isotopically labelled carbon beam with the
graphite surface. First, following earlier procedures, we have monitored
the intensity of the reflected 13c3 beam (mass 39) as a function of target
temperature. These results duplicate those from our ear.ier studies with
beams of normal isotope concentrations for target surface temperatures below
2100K. In addition, we were able to extend these cbservations to target
temperatures up to 28000K without recourse to beam chopping. These results
are depicted in Figure 8. The reflected 13C 3 beam intensity shows no
dramatic change as the target temperature approaches and then exceeds the
beam source temperature (TB = 26500K). The general trend to slightly
lower reflected beam intensities continues as the target temperature is
raised from TS = 1000

0K to 21000K and on to TS = 28009.

The ratio of 13C212C (mass 38) to 13c (mass 39) in the reflected
beam is also a sensitive measure of the b~am-surface reaction. For no
interaction the ratio should remain unchanged, but if the gas-surface
interaction includes any process involving interchange of gas and surface
atoms, then the relative amount of 13C212C will be enhanced. Table VI
shows the ratio, R, of mass 38 to mass 39 for several target surface
temperatures ranging from TS = 13500K to TS = 26700K. Within experimental
error, the value of R is constant for all TS and is equal to R of the
incident beam.

These two experiments indicate that there is no interaction between

beam molecules and surface atoms. Furthermore, we were able to detect no
time dependency in either the isotope ratio or absolute intensities of
the 13C- molecules in these reflection experiments, which indicates no
interaction takes place on the surface despite growing changes in surface
isotopic composition due to condensation of c and C2 on the target.
This, together with our inability to detect a surface residence time for
C , leads us to conclude that no adsorption interaction takes place. The
o2served slight trend to higher observed intensity of reflected C as the
surface temperature is lowered from 28000K tc 3 O00K may be attriuted to
partial accommodation of C- translational energy by the target. This
would decrease the translational velocity of the reflected beam, producing
a longer transit time of the molecule through the ion source, with a
corresponding increase in the probability of ionization.

V. CARBON VAPOR CONDENSATION AND FLASH DESORPTION

Although C3 is totally reflected for target surface temperatures above
10000 K, a large fraction of this species condenses on the surface at 8000K
and below, and C1 and C2 are condensed throughout the complete range of
surface temperatures. The fate of these species is the subject of this
section.

We have described previously20 the results obtained when a thin film
of vapor deposited carbon is desorbed by an abrupt jump in the temperature
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II

TABLE VI

Reflection of Isotopic Varieties of C3

Run TB(K) T ,(?,Aass 38)

a 2550 3.760 0.29

a 2550 2320 0.29

a 2550 2520 0.28

b 2600 1350 0.27

b 2600 2270 0.28

b 2600 2500 0.28

b 2600 2670 0.25

Calculated 0.268
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of the solid surface. Flash vaporization of the carbon layer condensed
on a tungsten ribbon substrate results in formation of a vapor composed
solely of carbon atoms. When the solid substrate is a room temperature
polycrystalline graphite (RG-504) target, the "flashed" vapor contains
the three major species Cl, C2, and C. On the other hand, if the poly-
crystalline graphite target is maintaned above llDOK during the carbon
vapor deposition period, no C0 is flash vaporized by sudden heating of
the target to 2600"K. Experimiental observations of the two cases involv-
ing a graphite substrate differ in the path of approach of C3 vaporization
rate to the normal free vaporization rate of that species from the clean
surface. Flash heating the specimen held at T. > 11000 K produces a steady
increase in the C3 vaporization rate which gradually approaches the
normal rate, while similar treatment of the specimen held at room temper-
ature during condensation results in an initial burst of C3 vaporization
which then falls to the lower normal vaporization rate characteristic
of the substrate. For carbon atom vaporization, initial bursts are
recorded for both conditions.

The failure of polycrystalline graphite surfaces held at Ts > 1100°K
during the deposition process to produce a C burst during flash vaporiza-
tion (C1 is flash desorbed) can be attributeg to the total reflection of
C3 by the target surface. It also indicates that C_ is not formed by
collisional processes from mobile carbon atoms on tle surface. When the
target surface is kept at lower temperatures during the deposition process
a portion of the C3 vapor beam is condensed. Flash vaporization does
then produce a C3 burst. A possible interpretation of this result is
that the C3 molecules retain their identity in the chemisorbed layer.
Two new experiments involving condensation from beams of isotopically
labelled carbon vapor have been performed to shed new light on this
phenomenon.

In the first of these, the new carbon atom source ha: been used to
create a carbon vapor beam consisting almo-t entirely of isotopically
enriched (92% 13c) carbon atoms. This beam is condensed on a poly-
crystalline graphite target of normal isotopic composition and the con-
densed layer is then flash desorbed. Regardless of the temperatuxe of
the condensing surfaue, the composition of the desorbed layer is always
the same. Neither 13C nor 12C3 is observed in the flash desorbed layer.
Furthermore, the amo1nts of C2 observed seem to represent no enhancement
over the very small amount of C2 present in the incident vapor, nor are
C2 or C3 observed in reflection of the atomic beam from the target. The
conclusion is evident that combination of carbon Ptrms at the surface to
form C3 molecules does not occur, and combination of two atoms to form C2
is at est a minor reaction.

The second experiment involves the use of an isotopically labelled
beam of polyatomic carbon vapor. This beam is also condensed on a poly-
crystalline graphite target (Ts(8000K) of normal isotopic composition.
In this experiment the isotopic distribution among flash desorbed C3
molecules is monitored. A variation from the distribution in the incident
beam will provide evidence of interaction of the condensed C3 with atoms
or molecules of the target surface. Such interaction has, in fact, been
observed.
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We have successively monitored the flash desorption of these carbon
vapor species at mass 36 (12C3 ), mass 37 (12C213c), mass 38 (12cl3c2)
and mass 39 (13C3 ) under reproducible conditions. The slow time
constant of the standard ion detection system of the Nuclide mass
spectrometer makes these observations qualitative in nature for masses
37, 38, and 39, and the sensitivity at mass 36 is limited by the large
36 peak which rises (although more slowly) from the target surface it-
self. Nevertheless, the results are quite clear cut in their general
meaning. Roughly equivalent amounts of C are desorbed at masses 37,
38, and 39. This is quite at variance with the isotopic ratios in
the incident beam (Table IV). No flash desorption was detected at
mass 36. The conclusion of these results is that a significant amount
of isotopic exchange takes place between the target surface the the
condensed adlayer. It seems likely that this exchange takes place
during heating of the desorption temperature jump. This conclusion
of isotope exchange is2 n keeping with the exchange techniques employed
by Hoch and co-workers20 to study condensation coefficients in the
carbon vapor-graphite system.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A set )f experiments employing mass spectrometry and designed to
elucidate va;ious aspects of the kinetics and thermodynamics of graphite
vaporization have been performed. A search for polymeric carbon vapor
species in the free evaporation of polycrystalline graphites has pro-
duced evidence for several new species. At temperatures not exceeding
30000K mass spectrometric signals corresponding to the ions C1O +, C+
C12", C14+, and C15

T have been observed. These results are similar to
some theoretical predictions. Three types of polycrystalline graphite
have been used anO both inductive and resistive heating have been
employed. Although a rather wide scatter has been observed in the ion
intensity vs. temperature data, this does not seem to be related to
graphite type or heating method. Detection of these polymeric vapor
species at the relatively low temperature of 30000K together with the
more intense signals at burnout of resistively heated samples encourages
one to seek higher stable temperatures. Heating by laser beam or by
continuous focussed electron beam should be excellent methods of produc-
ing the desired temperatures.

Careful examination of surface characteristics, reproducibility and
stability of vapor composition and comparison with equilibrium studies
leaC one to the conclusion that surface porosity plays an important role
in these studies. These pores and channels permit partial equilibration
of the vapor, removing part of the distinction between free vaporization
and equilibrium vaporization. Results from polycrystalline graphite
should correspond to many engineering situations, but true free vapor-
ization studies will require well-defined surfaces of pyrolytic graphite.
On the other hand, designers wishing to employ polycrystalline graphite
will need to recognize that the unequal rates of vaporization of binder
and filler in commercial materials soon produces a porous material for
which true free vaporization no longer exists.

Another facet of graphite behavior of possible interest to thedesigner is the large amount of outgassing produced upon heating most
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commercial graphites. These gases consist primarily of hydrogen and
carbon monoxide. For the experiments ccnducted in this program, a
careful procedure of preheating is followed to minimize this phenomenon,
but complete degassing is not accomplished. As we have noted previously
impulse heating of previously unheated graphite specimens produces
hydrogen as the most abundant desorbing species. This gas evolution
may well be involved in the degradation of graphite specimens through
particle emission.

The study of reflection/condensation behavior of carbon vapor at
graphite surfaces has been extended by employing carbon vapor beams
enriched in concentration of the 1 3C isotope. This has permitted study
of the reflected vapor beam without interference from normal surface
vaporization at high temperatures. Measurement of isotope ratios in
incident and reflected beams has provided a direct evaluation of the
extent of gas-surface interaction during reflection. It was concluded
that no observable isotopic exchange takes place during reflection of C.

Atomic beams of isotopically enriched carbon have been used tro
demonstrate that atom combination on the surface to form C2 or C is
not detectable. On the other hand, isotopically enriched C3 which has
condensed on a room temperature graphite surface of normal composition
undergoes significant modification of isotopic composition upon desorp-
tion by temperature jump. It is clear that exchange with the surface
has taken place. It will be most interesting to complete the study of
flash desorption of condensed carbon vapors to obtain a measure of the
forces acting between the condensate and the polycrystalline surface.
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